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Retrieval of Arctic Sea Ice Parameters by Satellite
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Abstract—Eleven algorithms for the passive-microwave mea-
surement of sea-ice were implemented and inter-compared. Daily,
monthly and annual Arctic sea-ice concentration, area and ex-
tent were calculated by the algorithms using daily microwave
brightness temperatures from SMMR, SSM/I, and SSMIS for
the period 1979–2012. The differences between the 11 sea-ice
concentration estimates—structural uncertainties—were quanti-
fied and analyzed spatially and seasonally. The algorithms differ
in annual sea-ice area by 0.0–1.3 million km2 and in extent by
0.0–0.6 million km2. Linear trends for 34- and 21-year periods
were calculated and compared for sea-ice concentration, area
and extent. Low-frequency algorithms obtained annual Arctic
sea-ice area decrease of 0.534–0.573 million km2 per decade
(0.439–0.491 million km2 per decade for the extent) over the
period 1979 to 2012, and a decrease of 0.866–0.975 million km2

per decade (0.767–0.812 million km2 per decade for the extent)
for the 1992–2012 period. High-frequency algorithms obtained a
decrease of 0.766–0.978 million km2 per decade in the area and
0.758–0.814 million km2 per decade in the extent over the period
1992–2012. Results for all the algorithms have close agreement
on the strength of the negative trend in Arctic sea-ice area and
extent, but are individually biased from the mean. The algorithms’
ensemble mean and standard deviation in sea-ice concentration,
describing part of the uncertainty, are presented to provide users
with more insight into the uncertainties and potential biases of
sea-ice concentration data.

Index Terms—Algorithms, arctic regions, microwave radiome-
try, remote sensing, sea ice concentration.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE sea-ice cover in the Arctic is shrinking and the ice
is thinning leading to an acceleration of global climate

change [40]. The spatio-temporal record of satellite passive
microwave measurements shows that during the last three
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TABLE I
SEA-ICE DATA SOURCES

decades the average September sea-ice extent (the area within
the ice-ocean margin which is defined by 15% sea-ice con-
centration) has decreased with an average rate of almost
0.8 million km2 per decade [10]. It is therefore of particular
importance to be able to retrieve sea-ice parameters accu-
rately and with known uncertainties for accurate assessment
of climate-change and assimilation of sea-ice in models for
future climate projections. However, well-known Internet re-
sources disagree on the absolute values of near-real-time sea-
ice parameters. Examples of operational sea-ice extent data for
September and March are shown in Table I for the retrievals
from: the NORSEX algorithm (Norwegian Remote Sensing
Experiment in a Marginal Ice Zone) [34] at Arctic Regional
Ocean Observing System—Arctic ROOS (http://arctic-roos.
org); the NASA Team algorithm [7] at the National Snow and
Ice Data Center—NSIDC (http://nsidc.org); the ASI algorithm
[21] at the Institute of Environmental Physics (IUP), University
of Bremen (http://iup.physik.uni-bremen.de); and a combina-
tion of the algorithms Bristol [37] and Bootstrap frequency
mode [11] at EUMETSAT Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Ap-
plication Facility—OSI SAF (http://osisaf.met.no, http://ocean.
dmi.dk/arctic/icecover.uk.php). While the NSIDC and the IUP
show similar results, there can be larger differences, such as
between Arctic ROOS and OSI SAF in March (0.7 million
km2) and between Arctic ROOS and the IUP in September
(0.9 million km2). Differences in the annual Arctic sea-ice area
(the area of ice-covered ocean where there is at least 15% sea
ice) can reach up to 1 million km2 (the maximum difference
between a pair of algorithms during 1979–2008, 8 algorithms
considered) [20].

The large variety of algorithms available and the apparent
differences between them constitute the motivation for this
research. In addition, the validation of the algorithms is a
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TABLE II
SEA-ICE ALGORITHMS

challenge due to the lack of validation data. Validation data
are sparse because of the severe weather and ice conditions
in the Arctic, which complicate direct in situ measurements
and the long periods of darkness and cloudiness, which limit
satellite measurements in the visible range. The main objectives
of this study are to compare and analyze sea-ice retrievals from
the different algorithms and to quantify the differences. The
research builds and expands upon several previous algorithm
comparison works. Comparisons of Bootstrap and NASA Team
algorithms were done by [17] for 1989 and by [13] for 1992 and
showed differences in Arctic sea-ice concentrations of −8%
to +10% and −7% to +7%, respectively. The discrepancy
between the algorithms is caused by differences in: 1) choice
and utilization of the channels (frequency and polarization),
2) tie-points and their adjustments, 3) sensitivities to changes
in physical temperature of the surface, and 4) weather filters
[13]. Nine algorithms—NORSEX, NASA Team, Bootstrap
(considered as two algorithms according to its modes), Near
90, Cal Val, Bristol, TUD, and NASA Team2—were inter-
compared [2] in terms of their sensitivity to atmospheric effects.
Algorithms using high frequencies such as Near 90, TUD,
and NASA Team2 were found to be more sensitive to the
atmospheric effects over open water. It was also found that
algorithms using 19 V and 37 V channels (Bootstrap frequency
mode, CalVal, and NORSEX) were least sensitive to cloud
liquid water and wind. The algorithms that also use 19 H and/or
37 H channels (Bristol and NASA Team) are more sensitive
to wind and clouds over open water [2]. We will use the term
“low-frequency” in application to algorithms using frequencies
up to 37 GHz. The algorithms using the high-frequency chan-
nels (85.5/91.7 GHz) will be referred to as “high-frequency
algorithms,” although some of them also include low-frequency
channels (NASA Team2, NORSEX-85 H, and TUD). Seven
algorithms were compared in [4]: NASA Team, Bootstrap (two
modes), Near 90, Bristol, TUD, and NASA Team2 for the cold
period (31 October–31 March) of the years 2000–2004. Only
areas where the concentration is near 100% were considered.
Average sea-ice concentration for the cold period varied from

96% to 100% depending on the algorithm used. NASA Team2
(the only algorithm having a built-in cutoff at 100%) showed the
lowest standard deviation of 1.7% for the mean concentration
value of 98.9%. Among the unconstrained algorithms (allowing
sea ice concentrations below 0% and above 100%), the lowest
standard deviation of 3% (for the mean concentration value of
101.7%) was found for the TUD algorithm.

We consider structural uncertainty, which is a term describ-
ing the bias relative to a true reference caused by the use of
different methodologies or algorithms. Since the true value is
not known, we perform this evaluation with the average of all
algorithms as the reference. Our work is unique in its consis-
tent inter-comparison of 11 sea ice algorithms (Table II) and
quantification of differences between them covering the entire
Arctic, all seasons and the longest time period of multichannel
passive microwave data (1979–2012). The inter-comparison
covers both spatial (concentrations) and temporal (area and
extent) aspects of the algorithm retrievals. Knowledge of the
algorithms uncertainty plays an important role in future Arctic
sea ice projections [22].

In Section II a description of the input data is given, in
Section III the 11 sea ice algorithms and implementation issues
are described. The next two sections present an analysis of
the differences between the algorithms in sea-ice area, extent
(Section IV) and concentration (Section V). Section VI de-
scribes differences in the linear trends in area, extent and con-
centration as obtained by the algorithms. Finally, Section VII
provides discussion and conclusions.

II. DATA

The input data used in this study are the NIMBUS-7 SMMR
(Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer) brightness
temperature grids for the Northern Hemisphere for the time
period from January 1, 1979 to July 31, 1987 [31] and DMSP
SSM/I (Special Sensor Microwave Imager) Daily Polar Gridded
Brightness Temperatures for the period from August 1, 1987 to
December 31, 2012 [29]. Both of the gridded data sets were
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TABLE III
FREQUENCIES AND FOOTPRINTS

obtained [29], [31] from swath data by a simple sum-and-
average mapping (“drop-in-the-bucket”) to a polar stereo-
graphic grid. The grid size for both instruments is 25 km2

for the low-frequency channels and 12.5 km2 for the high-
frequency channels (only SSM/I and SSMIS). However, the
sensor footprint is larger and differs from channel to channel
(Table III). The SMMR radiances of the 18, and 37 GHz chan-
nels are corrected for instrument drift and sensitivity variations
with ecliptic angle [31]. They are also adjusted to correspond
more closely to modeled oceanic radiances and those from the
DMSP SSM/I [18]. SSM/I data from the F8 DMSP were used
for the period from August 1, 1987 to December 2, 1991; the
F11 December 3, 1991 to May 2, 1995; F13 from May 3, 1995
to December 13, 2006; F17 (SSMIS) from December 14, 2006
to December 31, 2012. Data were acquired only every other
day during the SMMR period, so to be consistent we sample
SSM/I data in the same way. Note that the difference between
every-day and every-other-day data sets for SSM/I leads to
difference in monthly and annual sea-ice area of not more than
0.015 million km2. It should be noted that the sensors may
have different frequencies in the same channel, for example the
F17 SSMIS has 91 GHz whereas the F11 and F13 SSMI have
85 GHz in the high frequency channels (see Table III for other
channels). This and aforementioned differences in footprint
may have consequences for the algorithms outputs.

III. ELEVEN SEA-ICE ALGORITHMS

The algorithms for retrieving sea-ice parameters from satel-
lite passive microwave data used in our paper are presented in
Table II with listed references, channels, resolution, additional
input and algorithm principle. This table provides a summary
background for the reasons of the differences in sea-ice re-
trievals by the algorithms.

The algorithms employ combinations of brightness
temperatures (TB) in different channels (f—frequency,
p—polarization) to distinguish open water, first-year ice and
multi-year ice. The 19 V and 37 V channels are used in
almost all the algorithms because of the large difference in
the emissivity between water and ice in the 19 V channel,
and between first-year and multi-year ice in the 37 V channel.
The horizontal channels can be influenced by layering in
the snow [41]; however [7] claims that variability of the
H-channels differs from that of the V-channels by only 1 K,
which allows using these channels anyway. Polarization ratio
[(1)] is another characteristic used to distinguish surface types

(in the NASA Team algorithm) because it is small for either ice
type compared to that of the ocean

PR(f, pv, ph) =
TB(f, pv)− TB(f, ph)

TB(f, pv) + TB(f, ph)
(1)

GR(f1, f2, p) =
TB(f2, p)− TB(f1, p)

TB(f2, p) + TB(f1, p)
(2)

P (f, pv, ph) =TB(f, pv)− TB(f, ph). (3)

Gradient ratio [(2)], also used in the NASA Team algorithm,
allows distinguishing first-year and multiyear ice types because
the brightness temperature difference between the two ice types
increases with increasing frequency. The advantage of using
brightness temperature ratios is that they are less sensitive
to physical temperature variations of the emitting layer of
ice/snow. Polarization difference [(3)] for high frequencies,
being larger for water than for ice, is used to distinguish these
two surfaces in the near 90 GHz algorithms.

We test all the algorithms in similar conditions: input data,
weather filters and land-ocean spillover masks. It is noted that
the primary scope is to compare variability and spatial/temporal
differences, which are relatively independent of the absolute
level of ice concentration.

Input Data

The algorithms were applied to the aforementioned every-
other-day brightness temperature grids. The low-frequency al-
gorithms cover the period 1979–2012, while the high-frequency
algorithms were run for 1992–2012. The high-frequency chan-
nels are available from 1987 but we discard data prior to 1992 be-
cause of large data gaps in these channels before 1992. To match
SMMR and SSM/I satellites the method of [14] was applied to
the brightness temperatures and used in all the low-frequency
algorithms except NASA Team because it does the match-up
by using individual tie-points for each instrument. All the other
algorithms use the same tie-points for both SMMR and SSM/I.
The adjusted SMMR brightness temperature was defined as

TBSMMRadjusted = a · TBSMMR + b. (4)

The a and b coefficients have the following values (each marked
by the frequency and polarization): a18v = 0.974, b18v =
17.2, a18h = 1.023, b18h = 8.4, a37v = 1.109, b37v =
−20.6, a37h = 1.149, and b37h = −21.8 (the values are
rounded; please see [5] for full numbers). We obtained these
coefficients from scatter plots of the SMMR brightness temper-
atures in each channel versus those of SSM/I for the period of
overlap for these two instruments (July 9 to August 20, 1987).

Weather Filters

Since the radiometer measurements are sensitive to surface
and atmospheric variability in channels other than those used
for the sea ice algorithms, these additional channels have been
used to develop filters that allow screening for strong atmo-
spheric influence. Weather filters are applied to remove false
indication of sea ice over open water, caused by atmospheric
water vapour, cloud liquid water, and wind roughening of the
sea surface [8].
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TABLE IV
TIE-POINTS (BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES OF OPEN WATER, FYI, AND MYI), SELECTED ALGORITHMS, IN K

The same weather filters were applied for all the algorithms:
[19] for SMMR and [8] for SSM/I and SSMIS. These filters are
based on thresholds for two gradient ratios [(2)]: 1) 37 V and
19 V channels to reduce the effect of wind roughening, cloud
liquid water and rain, and 2) 22 V and 19 V channels (SSM/I
and SSMIS only) to reduce the water vapor influence and to
minimize the effect of ice temperature variations at the ice edge
[9]. The weather filters set sea ice concentration C to zero if

GR(37 V/18 V) > 0.07 (SMMR) (5)
GR(37 V/19 V) > 0.05 and/or
GR(22 V/19 V) > 0.045 (SSM/I and SSMIS). (6)

Open ocean masks [NSIDC, climatology for 1979–2007] were
applied to remove the residual false sea ice indications from the
areas that are very unlikely to have ice.

It should be noted that SMMR has 18 GHz channel whereas
SSM/I (SSMIS) has 19.35 GHz (Table III), which makes the
weather filters work differently with SMMR and SSM/I (SS-
MIS). Therefore, the weather filter may introduce offsets even
if the tie-points for the algorithm are adjusted.

Land-Ocean Spillover Masks

Due to the coarse footprint of the instruments (see Table III
for more details), false sea ice indications may appear along
the coastlines (the brightness temperature of ice and land are
much higher than that of water). Therefore, land-ocean spillover
masks [9] were applied to outputs from all the algorithms.

We choose to implement the algorithms according to their
published versions (Table II) and therefore we also use the orig-
inal tie-points with every algorithm (see Table IV for selected

examples of tie-points sets). However, in cases when tie-points
for a certain algorithm have been updated after the original
publication (ASI, NASA Team, and Bootstrap algorithms) we
use the updated version. The Bristol algorithm lacks the exact
tie-points values in the publication, and therefore we applied
the set published in [1]. This set was chosen because [36]
emphasize the importance of seasonal tie-points being used in
this algorithm. The Near 90 GHz algorithm defines its tie-points
for every swath [42], but in our work we defined it for every
daily grid. To define the areas of ice and water for sampling
the tie-points, we used retrievals from another high-frequency
algorithm, ASI. It was chosen out of 4 other high-frequency
algorithms because it does not include any information from
the low-frequency channels. The sea ice tie-point is calculated
as the average polarization difference for all the pixels where
ASI shows 100% sea ice concentration, and the open water
tie-point is taken from the grid cells where ASI gives 0% sea
ice concentration (before the weather filter is applied). Our
implementation of the ASI algorithm differs from the original
paper [21], where it is suggested to set the concentration to
zero when the NASA Team retrieval shows less than 30%
concentration. Instead, we set to zero only the grid cells where
the Bootstrap algorithm gives zero [38].

The instruments SMMR and SSM/I (SSMIS) do not observe
the area around the North Pole (611 km in radius for SMMR
and 311 km for SSM/I and SSMIS) due to the orbit inclination
[NSIDC], and we assume the sea ice concentration to be 100%
in these areas. The fact that this area is larger for SMMR than
for SSM/I (SSMIS) means that the overestimation of the sea ice
area by the algorithms during the SMMR period will be larger
than for SSM/I (SSMIS), assuming the amount of melt-ponds
is the same every summer.
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Fig. 1. Annual Arctic sea-ice area (top row) and extent (bottow row) obtained by the five low-frequency algorithms (Bootstrap is not included) for the period
1979–2012 (Left column) and all the 11 algorithms (both low- and high-frequency) for the period 1992–2012 (Right column) with the average (gray line) and
shading which marks the standard deviations (std) of all algorithms from the ensemble mean for each year. The ensemble mean trend line is dark red.

As was mentioned in the Introduction, the results from algo-
rithms ASI, Bootstrap, Bristol, NASA Team, and NORSEX are
published in the web-sources. However, our retrievals obtained
by the same algorithms differ slightly from these. For the ASI
the discrepancy is caused by the fact that we use SSM/I and
SSMIS input data, while the original version of the data is
for AMSR-E. Also, the thresholds in the weather filter we
use [8] are slightly different from the ones used in this web-
source [38]. The retrievals from the NASA Team and Bootstrap
algorithms presented here differ from the ones published at
NSIDC because we did not apply a correction of residual
weather-related effects (based on monthly climatological sea
surface temperatures) or perform manual corrections to remove
spurious ice as was done at NSIDC [9]. In addition, in our work
we do not include the Baltic Sea, the Great Lakes, and the Lake
Baykal. The results from the NORSEX algorithm presented in
this work (and using standard brightness temperatures as input)
differ from the version published on Arctic ROOS [5], where
near-real-time brightness temperatures were used. The standard
data are daily gridded brightness temperature data, which have
undergone full calibration, correction and quality assessment
[29]. Another reason for disagreement in the NORSEX versions
is difference in the post-processing routines such as land-ocean
spillover and open ocean masks. The Arctic ROOS NORSEX
applies its own masks, while we chose to use better-documented
masks from NSIDC (see above). As for the OSI SAF product,

we cannot compare our retrievals to it because we consider
Bootstrap and Bristol algorithms separately. Our purpose was
to perform the algorithm comparison using the same pre- and
post-processing routines and auxiliary data for all algorithms
to prevent differences in these factors from overshadowing the
results.

Four newer algorithms not listed in the Table II should be
mentioned: SEALION [23], [24], ECICE [35], Kongoli [26],
and IOMASA [30]. They represent a different class of sea-ice
concentration algorithms due to their complexity (e.g., using
additional inputs from models and other satellite data than
passive microwave) and thus are not included in this analysis.

IV. SEA-ICE AREA AND EXTENT

Arctic sea-ice area and extent (using a 15% cutoff in concen-
tration) were calculated from sea-ice concentrations obtained
by each of the algorithms (Table II). Annual mean sea-ice area
and extent are shown in Fig. 1 for 1979–2012 [(a) and (c)]
and 1992–2012 [(b) and (d)]. The Bootstrap algorithm showed
inconsistency with the other algorithms’ behavior for SMMR,
which has also influence on the trends assessments. This in-
consistency is explained by the fact that original version of
the algorithm is meant to use tie-points adjusted to the SMMR
brightness temperatures that are matched-up with the SSM/I-
AMSR time series [14]. In our research we use the original
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TABLE V
(a) CORRELATION TABLE: AREA AND EXTENT 1979–2012. (b) CORRELATION TABLE: AREA AND EXTENT 1992–2012

tie-points, but our match-up coefficients for SMMR (which
worked well for all the other algorithms) are different, because
we do not use AMSR, but only SMMR-SSM/I. Therefore, the
Bootstrap algorithm was excluded from our analysis for the
time period of 1979–2012.

The mean difference between the algorithms in annual sea-
ice area amounts to 0.0–1.3 million km2 (0.0–0.6 million km2

for extent). The main features of annual and decadal variability
are similar in all of them. Thus, all the algorithms show the
minima of 1990 (low-frequency algorithms only), 1995 and
2007 as well as the new record of 2012. The results from all
the algorithms are highly correlated (R2 > 0.9 for anomalies,
Table V(a) and (b).

To give more detailed quantification of the differences among
the algorithms, we calculate the ensemble mean, which is the
mean sea ice area/extent of all the algorithms, the bias relative
to the mean (the difference of the given algorithm from the
ensemble mean, averaged over all the years), and the standard
deviation of each algorithm from the ensemble mean. This
standard deviation (std) is calculated as

std =

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

(xi − xi)2 (7)

where N is a number of years, xi is an unbiased area or extent
for a given algorithm in year i, and xi is the ensemble mean for
year i.

The biases (relative to the ensemble mean) and standard
deviations are presented in the Table VI(a)–(d) (the two last
columns). The most biased algorithms are UMass-AES (1979–

2012: 0.625 million km2 in area and 0.366 million km2 in ex-
tent; 1992–2012: 0.682 million km2 area and 0.389 million km2

in extent), NASA Team (1979–2012: −0.703 million km2 in
area and −0.263 million km2 in extent, and −0.670 million km2

in area and −0.208 million km2 in extent for 1992–2012), and
Near 90 GHz (−0.219 million km2 in extent for 1992–2012).
The least biased for area were NORSEX (0.203 million km2 in
1979–2012) and ASI (0.198 million km2 in 1992–2012), and
for extent it was CalVal (−0.044 million km2 in 1979–2012
and −0.013 million km2 in 1992–2012). It should be noted that
biases are often the same or very close for the long and short
periods.

We suggest the biases of the algorithms are, to a large extent,
determined by the choice of tie-points (see Table IV for selected
tie-points’ sets). As an example, we compared the Bristol and
NORSEX algorithms that originally use different sets of tie-
points. The mean difference in annual sea ice area (1979–2012)
between these algorithms amounted to 0.55 million km2, while
running the Bristol algorithm with the tie-points from the NOR-
SEX algorithm reduced this difference to 0.07 million km2. The
change of the tie-point set does not have much influence on
the trends (the trend for the Bootstrap algorithm has become
0.02 million km2 per decade smaller, which amounts to 3.8%
of the trend value).

Since bias can eventually be corrected by tie-points ad-
justment, we do not give it as much weight as the standard
deviations. For the period 1979–2012, the largest standard
deviation was observed for Bristol (0.059 million km2 for
area and 0.053 million km2 for extent), and for the period
1992–2012 it was ASI (0.111 million km2) for area and ASI
and Near 90 GHz (both 0.026 million km2) for extent. The
smallest standard deviation was observed for CalVal (0.023 and
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TABLE VI
(a) SEA-ICE AREA LINEAR TRENDS IN MILLION km2/DEC 1979–2012, BIAS AND STD IN MILLION km2. (b) SEA-ICE AREA LINEAR TRENDS IN

MILLION km2/DEC 1992–2012, BIAS AND STD IN MILLION km2. (c) SEA-ICE EXTENT LINEAR TRENDS IN MILLION km2/dec 1979–2012, BIAS AND

STD IN MILLION km2. (d) SEA-ICE EXTENT LINEAR TRENDS IN MILLION km2/DEC 1992–2012, BIAS AND STD IN MILLION km2

0.022 million km2 for area over 1979–2012 and 1992–2012,
respectively, and 0.020 and 0.008 million km2 for extent for
the periods 1979–2012 and 1992–2012 respectively), NOR-
SEX (0.019 million km2 for extent 1979–2012), and Bootstrap
(0.009 million km2 for extent 1992–2012).

We have also calculated standard deviations of all the algo-
rithms from the mean ((8)) for the annual time series (grey lines
in Fig. 1). For this purpose, values of all the algorithms for a
given year are considered as independent measurements of area
or extent for this year

stdall algorithms(year)

= ±

√√√√ 1

Nalg − 1

Nalg∑
alg=1

(
xalg − x(year)

)2

(8)

where Nalg is the number of algorithms, xalg is area or extent
in a given year for algorithm ‘alg’, and x(year) is the mean
from all the algorithms for a given year. The values of the
standard deviations vary from year to year and lie in the range
of 0.481–0.559 million km2 for area 1979–2012, 0.216–0.335
million km2 for extent 1979–2012, 0.359–0.422 million km2

for area 1992–2012, and 0.167–0.208 million km2 for extent
1992–2012. Some of the algorithms lie outside these margins:
UMass-AES and NASA Team for area, and UMass-AES for
extent (all for both periods).

Standard deviations of area and extent were also calculated
for each month [(7) with i being the month and xi-the de-
trended area/extent values] and are presented in Fig. 2 for both
periods. The standard deviations of the extent are smaller in
magnitude than those of area (larger differences are introduced
in the area because of its dependence on sea ice concentration).
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Fig. 2. Standard deviations of area (top row) and extent (bottom row) anomalies for the periods 1979–2012 (left column, five low-frequency algorithms) and
1992–2012 (right column, all the algorithms) for each algorithm from the ensemble mean.

Fig. 3. Daily Arctic sea-ice area (left) and extent (right), 2012, obtained by the 11 algorithms.

The Bristol algorithm stands out with its high standard devia-
tion for July, which is caused by the use of the tie-points from
[1]. The latter has a peak for this month in the 19 and 37 GHz
channels (Bristol is the only algorithm that uses these tie-points
for these channels) for multi-year ice emissivities. The Boot-
strap algorithm has a similar peak for the 1992–2012 period

(this algorithm is excluded from the analysis of 1979–2012),
which is explained by this algorithm also having special tie-
points values for July. Finally, the NASA Team algorithm has a
peak in July (July–September for area) only for the 1979–2012
time period, but not for 1992–2012. We suggest this can be
caused by the fact that this is the only algorithm that uses
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different tie-points for SMMR and SSM/I (NORSEX does so
only for open water), which might cause more scatter in the data
for the two instruments included in the 1979–2012 time series.
The surface signatures are more variable at this time of year
(mixture of ice and water areas, presence of melt ponds and
wet snow/ice, more contribution from the atmosphere), while
the tie-points are fixed values, which are not able to capture
these changes. Modifying the tie-points to accommodate these
surface and atmospheric changes is arguably a possible way to
improve the ice concentration calculations, but we could not do
this in a systematic way for all algorithms.

To give an impression of day-to-day differences between the
algorithms, the daily data for 2012 area and extent are presented
in Fig. 3. The difference in daily sea ice area varies between
0.1 and 1.4 million km2 (the maximal difference occurs in
the end of June), while for the extent it varies between 0.1
and 0.7 million km2 (the maximal difference occurs in the
end of May).

V. SEA-ICE CONCENTRATION, SPATIAL

DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENCES

The pixel-by-pixel standard deviations from the ensemble
mean [(8)] for percentage sea ice concentration obtained by all
the algorithms are presented in Fig. 4. March and September are
shown for the time periods of 1979–2012 [only the five low-
frequency algorithms, Fig. 4(a) and (b)] and 1992–2012 [all
11 algorithms, Fig. 4(c) and (d)]. In winter (March) the largest
deviations for both periods amount to 5–12% and are located in
the Sea of Okhotsk, and the Bering, Labrador, Greenland, and
Barents seas. These areas are characterized by relatively low
sea-ice concentrations, and are thus more influenced by atmo-
spheric effects. Since the algorithms have different sensitivity
to atmospheric influence, larger differences in the retrievals
are observed in these regions. Also, the difference in spatial
resolution of the different channels (Table III) plays a larger role
here than in regions with less variable sea ice concentration.
In the other seas and in the central part of the Arctic, the
differences are lower (2.0–2.5% in 1979–2012 and 1.0–1.5%
in 1992–2012) because in areas of more consolidated ice the
atmosphere is less variable, and differences in spatial resolution
play a smaller role. Also, Odden is an area where the standard
deviations are low, which may be explained by the fact that
Odden did not occur frequently (for March it was present for
17 years out of 32, mostly in the first part of the time period
1979–2012) and there was low/zero concentration often in this
region. As for summer (September), the standard deviations are
mostly in the range 2–8% and are located everywhere where
sea ice is present, reaching values of 12% in the Canadian
Archipelago area. This time of year is characterized by the pres-
ence of melt-ponds, ice/water mixtures and more atmospheric
humidity, which all contribute to the larger differences in the
retrievals.

The algorithms tend to deviate from the mean along the
coasts in summer and in the more southern seas in winter.
Despite the land-ocean spillover mask being applied, the land
contamination was not completely removed. Disagreement of
the algorithms in these areas is believed to be a consequence of
combined effect of differences in footprint size in the channels
and the calculation schemes in the algorithms.

VI. LINEAR TRENDS

A. Area and Extent: Annual Minimum, Mean, and Maximum

To estimate Arctic sea-ice area and extent change during
the 34- and 21-year periods, linear trends were calculated for
annual mean, minimum (September) and maximum (March)
sea-ice. The trends represent change in sea-ice area and extent
in million km2 per decade from 1979 to 2012 [Table VI(a) and
(c)] and from 1992 to 2012 [Table VI(b) and (d)].

According to five low-frequency algorithms, annual Arctic
sea-ice area decreased from 1979 to 2012 at the rate of 0.534–
0.573 million km2 per decade (0.439–0.491 million km2 per
decade for extent), and the decrease amounted to 0.866–
0.975 million km2 per decade (0.767–0.812 million km2 per
decade for extent) for the 1992–2012 period. All the algo-
rithms show the accelerated decrease in sea-ice in the sec-
ond period in comparison to the earlier years. The processes
driving this acceleration are explained in detail in [40]. For
the high-frequency algorithms (1992–2010) the area decrease
amounted to 0.766–0.978 million km2 per decade (0.758–
0.814 million km2 per decade for extent), which shows slightly
larger spread than for the low-frequency algorithms. Linear
trends for the ensemble means were also calculated (dark red
lines in Fig. 1). The 1979–2012 trend in area amounted to
−0.560 million km2 per decade and −0.470 million km2 per
decade for extent, while the area trend for 1992–2012 was
−0.903 million km2 per decade, and −0.789 million km2 per
decade for extent.

To compare with previously published trend values we calcu-
lated the mean extent trend for the period of 1979–2010, which
gave −0.422 million km2 per decade, while [10] retrieved
−0.515 million km2 per decade and [16] retrieved −0.469 mil-
lion km2 per decade (November 1978–December 2010). [14]
obtained the extent trend for November 1978–December 2007
of −0.387 to −0.466 million km2 per decade, depending on
the instrument used and whether the adjustments between the
instruments have been applied. Our mean trend (1979–2007)
was −0.376 million km2 per decade, being lower than those
of [14]. However, [14] showed that applying the instrument
adjustments changed the trend from −0.466 million km2 per
decade (no adjustment) to −0.387 million km2 per decade
(after adjustment) for the time series of SMMR-SSM/I-AMSR.
Their value for non-adjusted SMMR-SSM/I time series (the
one that we use) was −0.397 million km2 per decade. [3]
obtained a trend in the extent of −0.327 million km2 per decade
(Bristol) and −0.317 million km2 per decade (NASA Team)
for the period of 1987–2004, while our value of mean trend
was −0.370 million km2 per decade. Their values of extent
trends for 1991–2004 were from −0.419 to −0.478 million km2

per decade (Bristol, NASA Team, NASA Team2, Near
90 GHz, and TUD), while our value was −0.494 million km2

per decade (1992–2004). Unconstrained versions of the algo-
rithms (allowing sea ice concentrations below 0% and above
100%) were used in [3], while our versions are constrained,
which might have contributed to the differences in obtained
trends.

Sea-ice decline in summer contributes much more to
the annual average decline than does the winter decline
[Table VI(a)–(d)]. According to the low-frequency algorithms,
September (annual minimum) average ice area has declined at a
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Fig. 4. Sea-ice concentration: standard deviation of all the algorithms from the ensemble mean, %. (a), (b) 1979–2012 March and September, respectively,
5 algorithms (Bootstrap is not included). (c), (d) 1992–2012 March and September, respectively, 11 algorithms.

rate of 0.846–0.899 million km2 (0.824–0.875 million km2 for
extent) per decade (1979–2012) while March (annual maximum)
ice area has declined with a rate of 0.344–0.379 million km2

(0.305–0.395 million km2 for extent) per decade (1979–2012).
For the period 1992–2010, the September sea-ice area decrease
amounted to 1.290–1.515 million km2 (1.507–1.558 million km2
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Fig. 5. Linear trends (statistically significant at 95%) in sea-ice concentration in September in % per decade for the period 1979–2012 [(a) average of five
algorithms] and 1992–2012 [(b) average of 11 algorithms].

for extent) per decade for the low-frequency algorithms and
to 1.381–1.519 million km2 (1.496–1.577 million km2 for
extent) for the high-frequency algorithms. The sea-ice area
decrease in March amounted to 0.503–0.643 million km2

(0.437–0.489 million km2 for extent) per decade for the
low-frequency algorithms and to 0.387–0.603 million km2

(0.443–0.486 million km2 for extent) for the high-frequency
algorithms.

The trends for the area were found to be larger than for
the extent, which is caused by negative trends in the sea-
ice concentrations (see the next paragraph) that are used to
calculate the area.

B. Sea-Ice Concentration

Sea-ice concentration trends were assessed as a change in
percentage sea-ice concentration per decade from 1979 to 2012
for low-frequency algorithms and from 1992 to 2012 for all
the algorithms. The trends were calculated for the month of
sea ice annual minimum (average September), the annual mean
and the annual maximum (average March). The trends in winter
were very small (0 to −5% per decade), whereas the summer
(September) trends (shown in Fig. 5) contributed the most to
the annual sea-ice decline. The summer trends were negative in
all regions of the Arctic except a relatively small area around
Svalbard where trend values were positive, but not significant

(at 95% level). Fig. 5 only shows trends that are statistically
significant at the 95% confidence interval, and these are always
negative.

Summer sea-ice concentration has changed at different rates
in different areas of the Arctic. As seen from Fig. 5, the trends
in the vicinity of the no-data circle at the Pole and the area
north of the Canadian Archipelago are zero. These are areas
with the thickest and oldest sea ice and where ice still persists
throughout the year. For both the 21-year and 34-year periods
the summer decrease was most pronounced in the area of the
East Siberian and Beaufort seas (−5 to −30% in 1979–2012
and −5 to −50% in 1992–2012), the next largest trends were
observed in the area of the northern Laptev, Kara and Barents
seas (−10 to −20% in 1979–2012 and −10 to −40% in
1992–2012)), followed by the western Greenland Sea (−10% in
1979–2012 and −5 to −20 in 1992–2012). The areas where the
trends over 1992–2012 reach up to around −50% per decade
are the areas where September sea ice has disappeared (the
concentration has decreased by 100%, which gives about −50%
per decade for 21 years) during this period. Accordingly, the
summer trend in these areas for 1979–2012 is about −30%.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Absolute values of annual Arctic sea ice area and extent
differ substantially between the investigated algorithms (up to
1.3 million km2 per decade for area and up to 0.6 million km2
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per decade for extent), but they all agree on the trends in
both area and extent within 0.05 million km2 per decade
(1979–2012, five algorithms) and 0.21 million km2 per decade
(1992–2012, 11 algorithms).

The absolute differences among sea ice algorithms can be
caused by different choice and utilization of the channels, tie-
points, sensitivities to changes in physical temperature of the
emitting layer and weather filters [13]. To minimize the differ-
ences due to factors not directly related to the algorithms basics,
we use the same weather filter, open-ocean and land-ocean
spillover masks, and surface temperature (in the algorithms that
require it) in all the algorithms. These settings may not be the
same as in other published results but allows us a more direct
comparison of the algorithms themselves.

We found that algorithms using similar channels form two
groups, where the correlation between the algorithms in the
same group is higher than otherwise [Table V(a) and (b)]:
1. UMass-AES, NORSEX, CalVal, and Bristol (they all use 19
V and 37 V channels), and 2. ASI, TUD, Near 90 GHz and
NORSEX85H (as algorithms using higher frequencies). The
choice of channels implies a variety of different effects. As de-
scribed in [4] the snow and ice layering and the presence of thin
ice influence horizontally polarized channels most, while coarse
snow grains, and therefore larger volume scattering, affect the
spectral gradient rather than polarization. Microwave frequency
(or wavelength) is also an important factor because of dif-
ferent penetration depth at different frequencies/wavelengths.
The penetration is deeper at lower frequencies meaning these
algorithms respond less to snow variations, whereas for the
high frequency algorithms, penetration reaches only a little
more than typical snow depths (10–20 cm) and so these al-
gorithms are more sensitive to snow variability. In addition,
sensor footprint is different in each channel (Table III), which
may have an effect on sea ice area and extent retrievals by
the algorithms. To evaluate each of these effects is a large
and complex task in itself and will require a large volume of
reliable in situ data and/or reliable snow/ice emissivity models
to succeed.

We were not able to conclude whether usage of polarization
or gradient ratio, radiative transfer model approach or surface
air temperature had an effect on the magnitude of the differ-
ences between the algorithms. It appears that all these factors
influence the differences in a complicated and interdependent
way and that these connections will need further investigation
of the interaction of the microwave emission with the surfaces
and atmosphere under different conditions to fully resolve the
impact.

Based on our analysis, we conclude that the algorithms
obtain similar variability in sea ice to a large extent, but are
individually biased from the mean, which is mainly due to
different choice of tie-points. Because tie-points are generally
the constant coefficients of the algorithms, their adjustments
can lead to a better agreement in the sea-ice absolute values
obtained by the different algorithms. In addition, our analysis
shows that the algorithms deviations from the ensemble mean
are correlated with seasonal emissivity variations, which means
proper selection of seasonal tie-points is very important.

According to the five low-frequency algorithms, average Arc-
tic sea-ice area decreased at the rate of 0.534–0.573 million km2

per decade (0.439–0.491 million km2 per decade for extent)

from 1979 to 2010, and 0.866–0.975 million km2 per decade
(0.767–0.812 million km2 per decade for extent) for 1992–2010
period. The trends for the latter period were larger, which shows
the sea-ice decline acceleration confirmed by all the algorithms.
The analogous trends were calculated for the high-frequency
algorithms, which cover only the period of 1992–2010, the
area decrease amounted to 0.766–0.978 million km2 per decade
(0.758–0.814 million km2 per decade for extent). All the algo-
rithms agreed in showing much larger sea-ice area and extent
decline in September than in March. For both 1979–2012 and
1992–2012 periods, the sea ice decreased most in the East
Siberian and Beaufort seas, the northern Laptev, Kara and
Barents seas, as well as the western Greenland Sea. The algo-
rithms show a good agreement in the derived trends. The ensem-
ble mean annual sea-ice area decreased by 0.560 million km2

per decade (0.470 million km2 per decade for extent) dur-
ing 1979–2012 (5 algorithms), and by 0.903 million km2

per decade (0.789 million km2 per decade for extent) during
1992–2012 (11 algorithms).

The deviations of the algorithms from the ensemble mean
vary for area from 0.481 to 0.559 million km2 (0.216–
0.335 million km2 for extent) during 1979–2012, and from
0.359 to 0.422 million km2 (0.167–0.208 million km2 for
extent) during 1992–2012. In winter, the algorithms differ most
in the Sea of Okhotsk, and the Bering, Labrador, Greenland
and Barents seas. This we explain by the proximity of larger
areas of open water in these regions, which increases the atmo-
spheric effects and thus increases the algorithms uncertainties.
The differences are higher in summer than in winter and are
present everywhere where sea ice is present. During summer the
retrieval of sea ice properties is complicated because of the wet
snow, melt-ponds, and thin ice and water mixtures, which make
the retrievals less reliable and the selection of channels in the
individual algorithm becomes more important since different
channels have different sensitivities to these variations.

Both the trend values and the deviations were larger for area
than for extent due to larger direct influence of the individual
concentrations on area.

From our analysis we cannot establish an absolute ranking
of the performance of the algorithms because of the lack
of good validation data. In parallel with what is done with
the different output from coupled climate simulation data,
where the ensemble of the different models is calculated, it
may be recommendable to do a similar ensemble calculation
for all the different passive microwave sea ice concentration
algorithms.
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